How to get unbanned from Omegle
Special report

You enjoy chatting on Omegle, the free online video chat site. Chatting with
complete strangers is fun, but suddenly, you find yourself banned from the
chat site.
What happened? How can I get back into the chat?
Unfortunately, there's no way to contact someone at Omegle to ask to
reverse the ban. Scroll down and find some tips to get unblocked.
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I know, nobody likes rules... Still here some quick advice, so you enjoy safe
video chatting!

👊

👊

Omegle Safety Rules

Here the 3 golden safety rules!
#1 Do not give out personal information like your name or address
#2 Don’t just do anything somebody tells you to do
#3 If you feel discomfort, you should click the “next” button

👺

👺

Beware following scams

Don't get scared if somebody knows where you are from and tells your
country, city or even district. They can identify your IP address area with a
simple Network Analyser Tool. But they will not never be able to read out a
street name or real home address.
If somebody records a picture or video of you and threatens you, that he
will be sending it to your friends and family if you don’t do what they say.
Just leave the chat!
Never click any download links, which some people share with you. Worst
case you get malware and get hacked.

♀

Be Nice, Respect each Other and have Fun

♀
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⭐Why

do you get banned?⭐

🔥Your Chats Are Dropped Regularly
If strangers drop you frequently or if you drop other chat partners very
often, the Omegle algorithm will notice and assume that you are a troll and
no one wants to talk to you. This can also happen, when you have an
unstable internet connection and you are frequently dropped out of chats in
Omegle.

🔥You Violated the Terms & Conditions
Many users are banned, as they violate the basic terms of service like:
spamming, trolling, using restricted words, transmitting sexual content,
violating a copyright etc.
For example, even playing music tracks during video calls can get you
banned, as this is against copyright laws.
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⭐How
1

Do I Get Unbanned?⭐

💖 Wait a few days for the ban to lift

Omegle bans can last anywhere from a week to six months depending on
the severity of the offense.Check back every so often to see if the ban has
been lifted.

💖 Connect to a different network
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Try to connect to a different WiFi network that is in your range. Maybe you
can go to a friends house, a public hotspot or neighbor to use their network
until you get unbanned on your home network.
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💖 Get a new IP address - restart your router

Omegle connects you to other users for chats via your IP address. They
ban you from their service, simply by blocking your IP address from
connecting to their servers.
So you can bypass their ban, if you change the IP address from your home
network. Just follow these steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Turn off your internet router and wait for 5 mins.
Go to your browser history under settings. Delete the browsing data.
Plug the internet router back in and wait to reconnect with the internet
Try again Omegle. Please note - You must do both the steps . Then
only it works.
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💖 Use a VPN service

If all above steps don't work, you can use a VPN service. VPNs cost money
(2-3 USD per month), but you get a 14 days money back guarantee and
can cancel the subscription, if the service won't work for you.
I personally use VPNcity and recommend it here to everybody, who likes to
try out a VPN.
All your browsing online is actually tracked back to your IP, so if you like to
have more online privacy, then you really should check out VPNs.
5 Steps to use VPNcity to bypass Omegle ban
1. Subscribe to VPNcity - 14 day Free Trial* -click
2. Install the VPNcity’s app on your device.
3. Select and connect to any VPNcity server. (This
4.
5.

6.
7.

assigns a new IP address to your device.)
Visit the Omegle website
Start a conversation!
Change VPNcity server, in case you get banned again!
Enjoy many other benefits from the VPN service, like browsing
privacy and much more
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💖 Chat on an Omegle alternative
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If you've run out of options, try one of the other random video chat services
on the internet. Some popular options are
● Chatroulette
● Chatrandom
● Tinychat
Make sure you understand each site's rules before chatting to avoid further
bans.
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FAQ

☀

☀

How to get more girls on Omegle?

Before you start the chat you can define your interests. Add interests which
are common for girls like books, travel, movies, friends, Tiktok, BTS,
shopping etc.

☀

How can I speak my native language on Omegle? 

☀

Define your country simply as your interest, e.g. Norway. You have a
higher chance then to meet somebody, which talks your local language.

☀

Can I meet my future boy/girlfriend on Omegle?

☀

This is very unlikely… Go out in real life or use a dating website… Omegle
is for chatting and meeting strangers. It is for online conversation and
enjoys the anonymity of an interesting discussion with someone you would
never usually meet… It is not for finding partners….

☀

How can I find the people, which I lost on Omegle?

☀

Difficult… If you had a good conversation and you miss somebody
afterwards, you can write about it on this reddit board and hope your chat
partner finds you there.
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🙊

Scroll down to find our secret VIP educational bonuses… 
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Invest in yourself and buy now your next educational program

____________________________________________________

Secrets of the Richest... and Happiest… People In The World!
Click* here to see the video
Click* here for the free wealth eBook

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Secrets of Flirting Over Text - Full study course
Texting girls is something that any guy can learn.
See the video here*.
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Want her to be your girlfriend? Learn professional dating
Go to* the free educational video

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

Is he too short for your taste? Check out the “Enhancement"
program.
Get the free Guide.*

*This is an affiliate link. It provides a small commission for us. For you the product price is always the same, Sometimes you can even access a cheaper price through our links.
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